
Universal Learnings 

● For picture books, the illustrations need to be able to tell half the story. That means that not 
only do you have to leave room for them by not describing everything visual in the text, but 
also, you need to craft a story that opens interesting possibilities for the illustrations. The 
best way to test this is to make a thumbnail dummy of your work, actually laying out the text 
on separate pages and doodling potential illustrations to go with them. It's okay if they're 
bad, only you will see this! But take notice--are there several pages of two people just 
standing in a room talking? Do you cycle through a small and limited set of potential 
illustrations? That shows that your story is not as dynamic as it could be.  

● An essential storytelling technique in picture books that's easy to forget when you look at 
the text as one whole document is a physical one: the page turn that happens as you read 
the real, finished book. The best picture books use that to incredible effect, recognizing that 
two pages side by side will form a coherent spread, and that once you turn the page, there's 
enormous potential for a surprise, a change, a revelation, etc. Make sure you're using your 
page turns well!  

● In chapter books and middle grade, too often using italicized thoughts from your main 
character is the easy way out, and it's not very effective. It gives the feeling of summarizing 
their feelings, and as a result they don't feel organic to the scene. I challenge writers to find 
a way to weave those thoughts into their narration and develop the interiority of the main 
character without just saying "I feel X." Often times that's the stronger way to go, with the 
main exception being particularly funny thoughts. 

● In picture book manuscripts, proper formatting can really enhance the reviewer’s 
experience. When the entire text is displayed in one long chunk, it can look a bit 
overwhelming. Utilize lots of space breaks—insert them after each paragraph or after key 
actions—to replicate the visual beats of turning a page. 

● You generally want to avoid making picture book manuscripts too dialogue-heavy. Dialogue 
doesn’t always lend itself to interesting illustration, and who wants to look at page after page 
of talking heads! 

● If you’re writing from a first person or third person limited POV, make sure that you don’t 
reveal any information the character doesn’t know themselves! 

● In query letters, try to avoid using adjectives to describe your work, for example “this 
charming story” or “a beautifully-written novel in verse.” This kind of positioning speak is for 
editors and agents to use when humble-bragging about YOU! But when it you write it about 
yourself it can come off a bit presumptuous. Let your writing speak for itself. 

● Follow, follow, follow the golden-brick rule: “SHOW, DON’T TELL!” This is particularly 
important with characters’ emotions. Don’t tell us “Ariane was anxious.” How would you 
show that? Perhaps “Ariane kept refreshing her email, hoping the panelists would submit 
their assignments in time.” 

● A lot of my comments about dialog that doesn’t work revolve around it reading awkwardly or 
it feeling forced. I think one simple thing that can help with that is reading it aloud. Does it 
seem like what kids/teens would sound like normally when speaking? 



● I think there is a subtle balance that needs to be achieved with speech tags. Sometimes 
people tend to go without them completely for large chunks, and end up losing track of the 
speakers. Other times speech tags are used so much (and generally without much variety) 
that it just really slows down the pacing of the conversation. 

● PLEASE don't start your book with your character waking up. 
● Please don't tell us what your character looks like by allowing them to admire themselves in 

the mirror. We may not even need a specific description of your character! Do we NEED to 
know they have auburn hair and green eyes to understand who they are as a person?  

● The devil (and the angel) is in the details. Details give your work a distinct quality! 
● The synopsis shouldn't just be a play by play of what happens in your book but should give 

the person reading it a sense of what your book is about. 
● Child and adolescent characters should have child and adolescent characteristics—think 

about what will make your story and its players relatable and compelling to a youth 
audience. 

● It’s not a bad thing for your book to have similarities to other books, especially if they’ve 
been critically or commercially successful. Don’t be afraid to invoke comparable titles, and 
don’t feel like you have to spend too much time qualifying how your book is “different.” 

● You will hit a conceptual sweet spot when you introduce subject matter that you are 
passionate about, but present it in a universal and amusing way; I read a lot of manuscripts 
that were high quality in a vacuum, but just wouldn’t appeal to young readers (and therefore 
publishers). 

● First I want to say that, quite unusually, word count was not one of them. You all get a big 
high five from me! Good work. 

● One of the issues I saw most consistently was that I wasn’t truly clear on the protagonist’s 
motivation. Even if what they wanted was clear, why they wanted it was not. And that 
motivation is so often key to the reader feeling a sense of stakes in a manuscript. It tells us 
why this problem matters. It’s also central to the reader feeling an emotional core within in 
the manuscript, a sense of heart. 

● It’s so important that your title be compelling, and convey your hook, because it’s the first 
thing consumers see when they see your book from across the room or online. And yes, 
although technically it’s the responsibility of your editor and publisher, the right title can sell 
the book, not only to the consumer, but to your agent and editor as well. With this in mind, I 
encourage everyone to invest time in brainstorming the strongest title you can come up with 
to clearly convey the buying moment and / or hook for your project. 

● What is the takeaway? What is your story saying that hasn’t already been said? How is it 
adding to current conversations already in-place in children’s literature?  

● What is new and different about your story that will make editors fight to acquire it? What is 
going to make a consumer pick your book above (or alongside) others that are handling 
similar topics? 

● What is the emotional heart of your story? What is your character’s emotional journey? 
What is their internal conflict and how do they struggle to overcome it, succeed, and 
become changed by it? 

 



For Illustrators: 
● When building a portfolio to highlight your work, try to stick to one or two styles. Too many 

stylistic differences between pieces in a portfolio can detract from the overall impression.  
● Try to have your art tell a story and make sure your characters display emotion.  


